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Are you tired of losing at small stakes poker cash games? Improve your skills and learn how to win
big. Are you stuck playing in lousy cash games versus lousy opponents? Despite your best efforts,
do you manage to lose even at the smallest stakes? It's time to master small stakes cash games
with a world-class poker champion as your guide. Jonathan Little has cashed out for more than $6.4
million in live poker tournaments. This two-time World Poker Tour champion knows that to make
millions on poker's biggest stage, you have to start small. In fact, he started with only a $50 bankroll.
Through his revolutionary approach, you can finally master the skills it takes to win in cash games.
By learning how to crush your small stakes opponents, you'll be prepared to handle bigger
challenges - and bigger cash outs - that come with larger buy-in cash games. In Strategies for
Beating Small Stakes Poker Cash Games, you'll discover: Skills that will instantly improve your
poker game How to stop blaming bad luck and learn the real secret to mastering poker The pitfalls
to avoid that will allow you to crush your mistake-prone peers The reasons pros make the plays they
make and how you can adopt their methods How to win more money from poker, and much, much
more! When you learn to think for yourself and adjust your strategy based on specific opponents,
you'll start to turn your game around. As the author of 11 best-selling poker books, Little can show
you exactly how to learn these skills and win much more money in the long term. If you like concise,
actionable information you can start using right away, then you'll love Little's game-changing poker
guide. Download the book to start cashing out today!
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I give it a 5 star for the 'intended audience'. If you've read all the 'older' Harrington books, 'Theory'
books, etc., can hold your own in a 'home game' but cannot believe you're barely ahead of the
others who you know play just 'ok' or badly, this book can really help you. For several years the
'older' books worked for me (basically play tight and be patient). That will still work against
like-minded play, but it is boring as hell and you're leaving a LOT on the table. When my win rate
slipped, I knew I needed an adjustment, and was getting frustrated while trying different 'plays'. This
book basically tells you how to open your game up by being aware of situations and players, then
'playing the players' while still playing solid hands ('solid' for different situations, that is). The book is
geared toward playing "exploitable" poker which works VERY well at most small stakes games. It
does NOT work against very good players who know how to counteract those strategies and who
are "aware" of what's actually going on at the table'. Thing is, if you do play at higher level games,
you will be able to adjust (I think. I'm not there yet. ;-) ) I know I'll never play at the higher stakes
games anyway, so mastering these concepts work for me. Many of the concepts I already had
implemented, but it is good to have a 'framework' to fall back on and it helps to see where
improvement is needed. Also, if nothing else, it confirms that the adjustments I already made from
'standard play' to win at low stakes were correct. When you deviate from what you learned as
'correct play' you wonder if it is a leak in your game even when the results seemed positive. It was
nice to see in print that I was actually doing it right in many cases ! Yes, there is more variance in
this method of play, but not all that much and it works MUCH better and is more fun than just
playing ABC poker.

Here are 2 quotes from the book's Introduction:"Please note this book is not for total beginners who
have no poker experience at all, nor is it meant to be an exhaustive guide on how to beat cash
games. Instead, the purpose of this book is to teach you to play at a skill level that will get you to the
middle stakes as fast as possible, allowing you to realize your dream of making significant money
from poker.""In order to bring your skills up to the level of being proficient enough to crush the small
stakes games, you may have to forget a lot of what you have been previously taught about poker."'s
"Look Inside" feature allows you to see the book's Table of Contents so I won't repeat it here, but if
you review the Table of Contents, you'll see that the book is organized in a logical
manner.Recommendations on how much to bet or raise are found throughout the book as are
recommendations on when to pot control and when to bet for value or for protection. Pages 78 - 79
show the formula for figuring out if raising all-in is profitable.There's too much information to be

absorbed in just one reading so I'll be reading it a second time. I've added underlines or notes on
almost every page.

This was a lot of insight on how to beat the low stakes. I didn't learn that much but then again I
already do most of the things he says to do. And you really can't hear it too often anyway.He makes
some aggressive bluffs that I have yet to fully evaluate and though I follow the logic of his bet sizing
advice, I can't quite agree with it. I just make too much from my big bets. (His sizing is fairly small,
for low stakes buy hey, he's WAYYYY better than me so...)The strength of this book is its
conversational tone that makes it accessible to the people who will benefit from it. No long algebraic
proofs, no multi-page explanations of the rare expectations.So many poker books do this and it
becomes an ironic situation where you have to be a good player to understand the explanation and
if you are that good, you already know it!Little is the best combination of great author and great
player available today. Ed Miller writes very well too (and is my fav poker author) but lacks the
undisputed winning credentials of Little.If you know how to play but not how to win....if you are a
winner but wonder why you're not winning more or if you are a solid winner but know that there is
more money on the table than you're racking up at the end of the night this is the book for you. If
you play mid-stakes or higher (5-10 or higher) you could skip this one.That's my opinion. Hope it
helps.
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